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DRAFT PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE:
Item 12 of the Agenda (Document EB15/AP/VP/26) (continued)

Chapter I (resumed)
The CHAIRMAN understood that Dr. ifyde, who had not been able to attend the morning
session as he had been serving on another committee, wished to raise certain points on
Chapter I.
Dr. van Zile HXDE, Chairman of the Executive Board, 96id it seemed to him that at
one or two points in the draft report statements were made which he did not recall as
decisions Df the Committee.

In paragraph (b), page 80, it was stated that, if the

projects included in the suppl棚entary programme were not implemented^ it would have
grave implications for the countries concerned.

Those projects (set out in Annex 4 to

Official Records No. 58) were not part of the programme submitted by the Director-General.
The Director-General might have asked far a much larger total s咖 than was provided for
in the budget estimates in order that some of the supplementary programme, or indeed
the whole of it, might be implmented;

but he had decided that what he proposed

to ask the Organization to undertake for the year 1956 was what was included in the
programme and budget estimates proper, excluding Annex 4.

The passage in the draft

report might possibly be interpreted as a vote of lack of confidence in the DirectorGeneral, as suggesting that the Director-General had not discharged his responsibilities.
He thought that this matter should be considered further, since the words "grave
implications" implied a serious decision.
In regard to paragraph (c) on the same page, he did not think that the question of
international health personnel for jointly assisted UNICEF/WHO projects had been fully
considered by the Committee, and they had not reached a stage at which they could suggest
that the possible failure referred to would have grave implications for goverments.
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Dr r AW/ШВ工 asked whether • Dr ^ Hyde suggested that paragraphs (b) and (c) should
be deleted•
The CHAIRMAN said that the statements made in those paragraphs were based on what
had been said from time to time during the early discussions. The Committeeл however,
had not yet considered formally the question of the relations between WHO and UNICEF*
He thought^ therefore^ that the two paragraphs should be deleted at least for the
presents

the Standing Committee could put them back when it had further considered

the questions; if it wished #
Dr# van Zile HÏDE was also of that opinions the paragraphs suggested that
conclusions had been reached on questions on which there had been very limited
discussion in the Standing Committee�
The CH4IRMAN suggested that the two sub—paragraphs could be kept in the report
if they were drafted as questions submitted to the Board for considôration»
Dr0 van Zile HIDE referred -also to paragraph (d) on paga 80^ He did not recall
any discussion in the Standing Committee of tlio new system for allocation of funds
under the Technical Assistance prograimeHere also he thought the report had run
ahead of the discussion^
Dr. AL-WAHBI； with reference to paragraph (b); said that it wa3 his recollection
that members of the Standing Committee had expressed anxiety about tte projects listed
‘
t
in Annex 4:
to them 0

these projects had been asked for by govanments end were important

He thought^ therefore that the paragraph should not be deleted entirely•
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The СНАИШ/Ш suggested that it would be possible to transfer the two points to
section 6.2, among -the other matters on which the Committee had decided to defer
final consideration.
Dr. ANWAR shared Dr. Hyde's misgivings.

On page 79 of the report under paragraph

(4) of section 6.1 the Committee said that it "wished to draw the attention of the Board
• ' .‘
•
.
... : . .
•'' .-.' ....
to its opinion" on those matters, but in fact the Committee had not yet formed an
opinion.

It might be possible to put that sentence in the form of à question, e.g.,
•

"whether it would be the opinion of the Board that...».
•

•

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.'

.

' •

.

.

• •

.

.

.

'• . ' 4

.

.

.

.

•• •

.

л

The CHAIRMN suggested that the opening of paragraph (4) of section 6.1 might
stand, and that sub-paragraph (a) might be retained.

Under section 6.2, á paragraph

(9) might be added regarding the supplementary programme, and the report might go on to
suggest that the omission of the projects in Annex 4 might have graye implications,
• ••

etc.

,»
•

� .
v..

^

..

‘

.

. . . . . .

.

.

.

.

Sub-paragraphs (c) and (d) might be included under paragraphs (7) and ($)

respectively of section 6.2.

...:“.“ -

.
- » .. ,',.;.... »' . • .
-He thought that there was no harm in putting these questions to
the
Board under

section 6#2 if they' represented the opinion of the Standing Committee.

..

If they did

.：

：*...

not represent that opinion after further consideration, they should be knitted•.
Dr. van Zile HYDE agreed.
Mr. FOESSEL, alternate to Dr. Boidé，thought, that reference to the minutes of the
Committee showed that the only decisions taken had been to propose that, in order
to meet points raised by Mr； Boucher and Professor Ferreira, these subjects be
included on the agenda as a supplementary item.

‘

.
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Mr. ZOHRAB, adviser to Dr, Turbott, agreeing with Dr. Hyde, thought that the
items in question should be mentioned in an entirely neutral fashion.
The CHAIRMAN agreed that such a procedure would not do more than commit ths
Committee to further consideration of the items.
Mr, BOUCHER, alternate to Dr„ Mackenzie, thought that Dr. Ifyde was right in
saying that full consideration had not been given by the Standing Committee to these
‘

questions#

*

He thought that the proposal to transfer them to section 6,2 was a wise

one, thus referring them for consideration by the Executive Board•
Decisions The Committee agreed that the paragraphs in question should be
transferred to section 6^2.
*

•

Mr # STONE，adviser to D14 Mooreд referring to paragraph (8) on page 82*

" the

Committee considers that the time has arrived for the Organization to provide more
adequate resources to permit the necessary expansion of public information". He
thought that that paragraph аз. it stood was somewhat inconsistent with the reference
<

on page 48 to thiâ subject and inçlied a more definite decision than the Committee
had in fact taken#

On page 48 (fourth paragraph) the Chairman was cited as saying

"that thought should be given to whether the time had not come for the Organization
to provide more adequate resources to permit the necessary expansion of public
information"#

The two passages should be brought into lines

passage on page 48 represented more accurately the position.

in his opinion the

一
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The CHAIRMAN suggested that paragraph (8) on page 82 might be redrafted along
thé lines:

"The Board may wish to consider whether the time has not arrived…

It was so agreed>

,

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee might at this stage consider the
introduction to the report and what it should containDr. van Zile HIDE thought that it was difficult to review a ninety-page report
which members had received only that morning•

The draft appeared to him an excellent

one representing a great deal of hard work； it was therefore the more important
that it should be just what the Committee wanted.
At present in the report general information and conclusions were interlarded
1

with the Coinmittee s views, formed from a detailed examination of the programme and
budget.. He recalled that the Board's report to the Seventh World Health Assembly
(Official
Records No. 53) had opened with a general statement giving the sort of
• •
' ••1 " 1 >
background.information that delegates to the Assembly would need.

The present report

might be preceded by a similar introduction (with a few illustrative, charts), i.e” by
a general picture, which would be expanded by the details given in the later pages.
In other words the opening pages would contain the bread conclusions and the later
pages would give the material (which the more critical delegates might wish to study)
and show the basis for those conclusions®
Dr. MOORE though there might be in the introduction a reference to the functions
of the Executive Board, the machinery prescribed and the procedure followed in the
consideration of the programme and budget。
The CHAIRMAN said the Committee might wish to consider something on the following
lines:

EB15/AF/Min/14 R e v . l
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，'Tbe Standing Committee in making its report to the Board did not feel that
it was necessary to repeat the background information given on pages 1 - 6 of
Official Records No e 53.
The Standing Committee wishes to call the attention of the Board to certain
major questions %
Whether the budget estimates are adequate to enable the World Health
Organization to carry out its constitutional functions, in the light
of the current stage cf its developmentj
Whether the annual programme follows the general programme of work
approved by the Health Assemblyj
Whether the programme envi日aged can be carried out during the budget yearj
The broad financial implications of the budget estimates}
The question of the expenses of technical staff in jointly assisted
UNICSyWHO projects for which provision has not been made in the
proposed budget for 1956, to which the Director-General has made
reference on page XII of Official Records No, 58}
•

•

• •

.

The implications for governments of the proposed budget level j
The possibility of providing for projects included in the supplementary
estimates in Annex 4 to Official Records No e 58^
The question of an appropriate balance between country programmes and
inter—country programmes¡
The requirement that governments should not embark on projects in excess of
their capacity to absorb and that before deciding to embark on new pro—
jects^ they should take into account their commitments to other agencies
The introduction might then refer to what was said in section 6 0 3> paragraph (2)
as to the procedures followed at Headquarters and regional offices for costing estimates^
/

to the suggestion in section 6^3 paragraph ⑶ that part of the casual income might be
reserved, and to the question whether adequate funds were provided for piblic inform
roatioQ work.
He suggested also that the introduction should contain two charts, the first
showing the effective working budgets for the years 1954，1955，and 1956 Ъу
appropriation sections』and the second showing the proportionate use to be made of
the 1956 budget in percentages.

^
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Proies sor FERREIRA thought that there vas no great need for an elaborate introduction on the lines that the Chairman had suggested. 、The Standing Committee vas a
part of the Executive Board and its main duty was to work out questions on detail in
order to help the Board： the Board vould Ъе able to see from the different sections
of the report what the Standing Committee had been doing.
emphasize certain points.

It was quite right to

It appeared to him that the present discussion was on

the same lines as the question that had been raised by Mr. French at the proviens
meeting。

”、

..

The CHAÏRMAN said that he would pass his draft to Mr. French for consideration
and sxiggestidns.
Dr. van Zile HYDE thought that the Committee should ask themselves for what
audience they were writing the report.

There sçemed to be two types of audience.

»

The first was the delegate to the Assembly who might not be very familiar with the
questions and principles involved but who had to upderstand them before he could con• .
* •Í
‘
•

i

sîder the programme and budget at.the Assembly； such a delegate required a guide
from vhich he could quickly, acquire,the necessary background.

The second was the

member of delegation (usually tn the Committee on Administrât ion, Finance and Legal

Matters) whose life work might Ъе the study of. finances in international organizations
The range between these two extremes had to be spanned.

Of the two audiences the

mass audience knew less of the subject (and a good introduction could be of great
use to it), the snallef audience was the.more critical - both had to Ъе served.
1

thought that the Ctiairman s drafit Introduction assumed" tea intimate a knowledge of
the subject. Possibly something could be done if thè introduction to the previous

He
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year s report were brought up to date； but it vas difficult to form a sound
opinion without further time for considering the draft•
The CHAIRMAN thought that the immediate question before the Committee was what
should be the status of this report.
Executive Board.

The report before them was a report to the

It might become the report to the Assembly; or it might be

absorbed in the Boardfs own report.
Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, thought that it ml^it help the Board to
decide on the nature of the report if they reviewed the respective functions of the
Executive Board and the Standing Committee as they had been built up in successive
sessions.

The starting point was Article 55 of the Constitution.

Further defini-

tions formulated at various stages had been embodied in resolutions WHA5.62, WHAT.37
and EB1^.E23 (he quoted the relevant passages of these resolutions).
The Committee would see from those references that the formulation of questions
of major importance was part of their terms of reference and that it was the intention
of the Board that the Standing Committee should submit a preliminary report at an
early stage in order that the Board might discuss and formulate its final comments•
The Committee might conclude that the report before it in draft was an individual
report to be commented on by the Board and on the basis of which the Board
would make its ovm comments •
There vere， he thought, two main points.

The first vas hov to deal properly

…十h the requirement in paragraph 2(1) of thft resolution EB1^.R23.

Major q^ee^ons

could Ъе set out in the introduction to the report but the terms of reference might
also require some rearrangement of items between sectiotís 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3

The

Committee might think it could thus show in a more logical way what items were
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postponed far further consideration by itself and what items were put to the
Executive Board aa major cyiestions, with tentative suggestions for dealing with
those problems.

It would be purely editorial work to classify these two groups.

The second point was that at present certain questions were set out in the draft
report in the form of question and answer•

If the draft report of the Standing

Committee were to be incorporated in the report of the Board to the Assembly, the
question and answer form would clearly be inappropriate because that discussion did
not take place in the Board.

If it remained a separate report by the Standing

Committee^ possibly as an appendix to the Beard's report^ the question and answer
form might be quite suitable.

-

Whether the members who had asked questions were to be mentioned by name was a
•

‘

.

* •

•

.

subsidiary point also; to bô decided�
；.•

...

.

•

‘

•

•

He also referred to the question' whether the
•

words "Q" and "A!? should be pririted in the margin.

•

This had been done for the

draft report because it made the latter easier to read in roneo foriru

When the

report was printed some other device, eeg> use of different type, could be used to
call attention to the question and answer and separate them clearly from the body
of •.
the
text.

• *

•

Dr.-'van Zile HIDE thought that the position was now clarified.

The Deputy

Director-General had called attention to the requirement that the Standing Committee
should make a preliminary report early in the Board's session.

From that standpoint

the draft before them was, he thought, the type of report wanted.
Mr. BOUCHER said that he would like to have a decision on the question raised
by Dr. Mackenzie whether the names of members by whom questions had been asked should
be given.

Some members felt strongly on this point.

The mention of names of
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individual members in a report of this kind was, he thought, something of a precedent.
The world would take great interest in the findings of the Committee but would not be
much concerned vith what an individml member had said.

He thought it better that

the report should Ъе presented as a report of a corporate body.
Dr. van Zile HYDE said that he did not press for the inclusion of m m e s ,
particularly in the final report.

But he did like the question-and-answer technique•

It impressed on readers of the report that questions had actually been asked, and
gave more reality to the statements contained in the report•

On the question of

individual names, he had an open mind.
The DEPUTY DIBECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the Committee might use the phrase
11

"A member asked

or "members asked".

An exception to that rule ml^it be made in

regard to Dr. Hyde himself who had a special function in the meeting as Chairznan of
the Executive Board.
Professor FERREIBA supported the suggestion made Ъу the Deputy Dir ec tor «General.
Mr. STONE, adviser to Dr. Moore, thought that there were two separate types of
information In the report•

First, that given in the form of question and answer

which could be presented as had Just been agreed•

Secondly, papers that had been

prepared for the information of the S ten ding Coinmittee and which were incorporated
as special studies.

He also liked the technique of question and answer, but he

thought that the report as a whole vould be more readable if the informational papers
were in some way set apart, to distinguish them more clearly from the general discussions in the Coimnittee.
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The CHAIRMAN explained that the purpose of incorporating the informational
papers in the report was to save readers the task of looking up separate appendices.
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that in the course of the discussions m«nbers
of the Committee had raised a number of questions.

To some of than answers had been

given orally； others had been answered in a written form.

But there was no

essential difference between the two types of answer and he thought that it would
be better to treat both in the same way.

They could be distinguished in the

printed report by smaller type or some such device.
"Q" and "A" should not be printed in the margin.

He agreed that the letters

The cost of their inclusion in

this way might be as much as 1,500 Sw. francs.
Mr, FOESSEL commented on the wording of paragraph (11) of section 6.3
(page 83).

The Coramittee was satisfied that the езфепэез of administration

and the indirect expenses of Technical Assistance project for 1956 were
reasonable.

He himself was less satisfied with the statement that the work

done with the aid of Technical Assistance funds was carried on in the most
economical method possible.

The wording of the paragraph might confuse the

inexpert reader.
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that this point was mare clearly
expressed in the English text than in the French and suggested that Mr. Foessel
might be willing to help in redrafting the French text.
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Chapter II
There were .no comments on section 1 of Chapter II.
On scetlons 2 and 3, the CHAIRMAN pointod out that- they included the same
statements as those on page 80 which had been discussed earlier in’-tiia^neating.
He assumed that here also the statements should be put in the form of a question.,
Decision» . It was so agreed.
Chapter 1П
There were no comments on this section.
Chapter IV
There wera、no comments on section 1 or section 2.
i
The IEPUTI DIRECTOR-ŒNERilL- suggested that the Comitte。mictht iike to_conaiiier；
A e t h e r Chapter IV should not be presented as a separate report of the Standing
Committee.

:

It might consider that the subject of Chapter IV was not of quite the

same nature as the work referred to in Chapters I, II, III and V. Chapter IV was
not the result of the detailed examination of the programme and budget, but arose
from a separate point in the terms of reference of the Standing Coiranittee,
Professor FERREIRA asked for a fuller explanation of the reasons for Tidiich it
was suggested that this chapter should be taken out ôf the report.

Mr. S I E Œ L , Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and
Finance, referred the Committee to resolution EB14.R23 of the fourteenth session of
the Board which laid down certain points of procedure for the Committee. One of them
was "the formulation of questions of major importance to be discussed in plenary
session". The item dealt with in Chapter IV was included in what the Standing
Committee was called on to consider, but was not, he thought, quite the same as the
detailed consideration of the programme and budget. It might be better to separate
this item so that the Board could itself report on it to ttie World Health Assembly ；
this was a separate function from commenting on the Director-General's proposed
programme and budget.
The CH/iIRMâN said that, as the draft stood, it was a pure record of the discussions in the Committee, but he saw no objection to the separation of Chapter IV
from the rest of the report.
The ШРЦТГ DIRECTOR-ŒNERÀL, in reply to Mr. FRENCH, said that this suggestion
would make no change in the timing of the submission of the report.
Mr, ZOHEAB asked whether Chapter III was not also slightly different from the
main bocjjr of the report on the details of the programme and budget.
.»

•

Mr. S I E Œ L said that, if the Committee wished, Chapter III could also be handled
as a separate report•
budget for 19565

He thought, however, it vas closer to the question of the

in section 2.5 (Chapter I) of the draft report, specific comments

had been made on the status of contributions and it was mentioned that the Organization would not in future have at its disposal the same amount of casual income
because no large arrears of contributions were outstanding.

糖

2 8 6

一
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Mr, FRENCH, adviser to Dr. van Zile Ifyde, suggested that if closeness of
relationship to the programme and budget were the criterion of inclusion, it would be
noticed that the Director-General had pointed out in his Introduction to Official
Records No. 58 the close relation of the scales of assessment to the presentation of
the programre and budget for 1956•
Decisions

It was agreed to treat Chapter IV as a separate report.

Chapter V
Mr # FOESSEL wondered whether the suggestion in the introductory comments that a
working party might be nominated by the chairmen of the two main committees (page 92)
was in harmony with paragraph 2(d) of draft resolution II (page 94) • Should not the
words "which the Programme and Budget Committee is to establish" be deleted from the
draft resolution?
The DEPUT1 DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that the question of the Health Assembly
Committee to which the working party was to report had at first been left open. "When,
however, the Standing Committee decided to recommend the establishment by the Eighth
World Health Assembly of a Committee on Programme and Budget as in 1954, it had been
decided that the working party should be responsible to that committee, but that the
Committee on Adminis tr ati on and Financial and Legal Matters should use a part of the
conclusions emanating from the working party. It was for that reason, and also because
they would find it easier together to ensure both an equitable geographical distribution and a balance between public-health experts and administrative experts, that
the two chairmen were to nominate the national delegations which would conçose the
working party. The actual appointment would, however, be done by the Committee on
Programme and Budget•
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Annexes I - XVIII
‘；

• .

.

.

•

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee had already examined the tables in the
Annexes during its discussions. He asked whether they could be taken as approved.
Mr. FRENCH said that most of the information given in Annex I could be found in,
or deduced from, the proposed.programme and budget estimates (Official Records No. 58).
He wondered whether the additional information it contained justified the inclusion
of such a lengthy annex.
The DEPUTÏ DIRECTOR-®íERA.L drew attention to Chapter I, se.ction 1»4 (page 6) where
the Director-General was quoted as spring during the Committee's discussions that aItùl
analysis of budgetaiy increases and decreases would be found in the document before the
Standing Committee. It was that document (ЕВ15/AF/WP/1) which was incorporated as
• *

•

1

Annex I in order to show vhat had been the basis of the Committee s discussion.
It was agreed to maintain Annex 工•

.

.，

Decision: The Standing Committee adopted the draft preliminaiy report, as
amended) on the understanding that the Rapporteurs would make the necessaiy
editorial changes• (See also minutes of sixteenth meeting, section 1)

2.

•
•
.
I3ËTAILED EXAMINA.TION AND ANAIÏSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL^ PROPOSED РЮGRAMME
AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1956? Item 5 of the Agenda (Resolutions VJHA7.37 2 and
EB14.R23 ； Official Records No. 58； Documents EB15/31 and EB15/77 Rev.l )
(continued from third meeting)

Tuberculosis Research Office (Official Records No. 58, p. 24) (continued ftonihird meeting
The CHAIRMAN recalled that, following the discussions in the Board (see minutes
of the fourth and sixth meetings of the Executive Board), the Committee had to make
1

Reproduced as Annex 4 to Off. Rec. Ш-d Hlth Org. 60.
'
The draft resolution in this document, as amended, was adopted by the Executive
Board (bt its sixth meeting) as resolution EB15.R20.
о
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recoiranendatio^s concerning the financial provision for the activities (1) and (15) of
1

the Tuberculosis Research Office (indicated in document EB15/31 ).

•

Dr. ШСШЕ believed that there was a reference in the budget documents to sero4

logical tests being undertaken in Copenhagen, Was there an office in Copenhagen other
than TRO undertaking work on behalf of WED and, if so, where were the estimates for
that work slTiOwn?
Dr, TIMMERMilN, Director, Division of Therapeutic Substances, said the Danish
Government received a grant for the work done by the Statens Serximinstitut in
connexion with international biological standards• The relevant figure, shown in
Official Records No. 58, page 32, under item 4.5, was $11,685 for 1956,
1

Dr e MDORE wondered whether the Director-General, in the light of the Board s
discussions, could give any views regarding the future of TRO, whether it might be
expected to contract or expand in the future• A propos al had been made in the sixth
meeting of the Board that the Office's activities should cease in 1959. That
proposal was not seconded, but the tenor of the discussion had given the impression
that the work of the Office might be curtailed, some of it being transferred to
Headquarters and to the regional programmes.
Professor FERREIRA said that if WHO was nôt to remain static as an institution
changes must be made in its structure from time to time. Already the Organization had
evolved in the direction of decentralization, ЭУ careful handling, TRO could be
2
brought into line in the same way. His resolution (document EB15/77, Rev.l') had
1

о

Reproduced as Annex 4 to Off. Rec. \iLd Hlth Qrg# 60.

The draft resolution in this document, as amended, was adopted by the Executive
Board, (at its sixth meeting) as resolution EB15.R20.
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•

*

been submitted in order to obtain a prompt decision, and that decision clearly meant
a change in poliçy. The consequences of the resolution would be reflected in the
next budget j the Director-General meanwhile would have time to make adjustments to
the work of TRO and elsewhere. But a sudden, drastic change could not be made without
jeopardizing or destroying the work а1геаф- done.
1

The CHAIBMiSN thought that Professor Ferreira s comments would 卿 e a r to eliminate
the need for considering activity (1), but thqy did not dispose of activity (15),
trials on ambulatory treatment of tuberculosis patients with new drugs. According to
1

Professor Ferreira s resolution, accepted by the Board, no new activities were to be
started by TRO}

the Oommittee had to consider the inçilications of that.

Professor FERREIRA- said that his intention in drafting the resolution had been
to make it possible for the Director-General to readjust the tuberculosis activities
of the Organization, makii^ such modifications as he thought fit in the work and in
the budget.
The CHâIRMA.N said it seemed clear that no change should be made in the estimates
on pages 29 and 30 of Official Records No. 58, the Director-General being free to
adjust the provision in the light of the resolution,
Mr. STONE thou^it the Committee should, go further.

It had been asked to examine

the TRO budget for 1956 and to see whether adjustments could, be made. The Committee
mi^it consider the implications for the estimates of the fact that certain commitments
planned would not now be entered into； he was referring to the posts budgeted for
in 1955 and 1956 íüiich had not yet been filled.
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Professor FERREIRA. said that an administrator always had the means of accelerating
or slowing down activities to fit in with changes of policy. For instance, the
activities in Group V, which had not yet started, and those in Group II, which were
carried on in co-operation with certain governments, could be handled to meet the
demands of the new situation. Under the resolution adopted by the Board, (EB15»R20)
the Director-General was to prepare for the seventeenth session of the Board a state-*
ment of the budgetaiy implications of the changes he considered could be made. If,
however, the Committee considered it preferable to instruct the Director-General to
make a specific cut or to take specific action, it should say so.
Dr# MOORE asked whether an indication could be given of the programme that would
be carried out by the medical officers and other staff in Group II•
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought there was some misunderstanding• As he understood
the resolution adopted by the Board, the new activities under Group II would not be
undertaken by TRO. He had tried to make it clear that the programme of work proposed
*

for TRO for 1955 and 1956 was at the same budget level as the programme for 1954. The
Tuberculosis Research Office concentrated on studies of BCtl vaccina tion. He had,
however, informed the Committee and the Board of his original proposal to make a sl±g)xt
change so that the work would include a study óf the new drugs • but without increasing
the budget•

That proposal had important policy implications^ and the Board had

decided that TRO should not enter new fields of work.

On the other hand, the Board

had recognized the value of the work already done by TRO and had stated that nothing
should be done to jeopardize it.
f

The question of TRO s work on the evaluation of BCG vaccine had been discussed
on many occasions in the past. Since 1949/50 the Organization had been responsible
«

for mass BCG campaigns in various countries carried out with the financial help of
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UNICEF, and it must reach a conclusion on the value of BCG. He put it strongly to
the Committee that WHO had a very great responsibility towards the UNICEF/WHO Joint
Committee on Health Policy. He quoted a remark by one of the UNICEF members of that
Committee to show the importance attached to the recommendation of WHO in that field.
He fully agreed therefore with the decision of the Board that there should be a concentration of effort rather than expansion into other fields of activity.
On the other hand, there was the discusâ on which had taken place in the
UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy at its seventh session, on the use cf new
drugs•

Certain countries having suggested that UNICEF should furnish supplies of

those drugs for use in tuberculosis treatment, UNICEF had naturally wished to know
their value in controlling tuberculosis. WHO was not under an obligation to undertake
studies at present. But it could assist by stimulating outside research as it had
often done in the past through the making of small grants and the giving of technical
advice), with results of great benefit to the world and at little cost to the
Organization,
When the question had been raised in the Board of who should undertake the work,
he had stated that he understood the Board to have decided that TRO should concentrate
on BCG, and that other ways must be found of helping countries in this matter of the
nev drugs. The Chairman of the Board had referred to the memorandum submitted by the
Government of India (EB15/59) in which it was suggested that WHO should study the
problem of the use of new drugs • To do so would of course involve expenditure ； how
much would depend on whether the Organization undertook the studies itself on a full
scale or whether it followed the policy of obtaining the co-operation of governments
and national institutions for the work, and eventually having them take it over.
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The change of policy was important and he could not give an immediate answer
regarding the implications for the 1956 budget:

to do so -would require an analysis

of what had been done in the past and of what must be done in the future.

For

example, in its last review of the programme of TR05 the Board had asked for greater
co-operation with other groups working on BCG. He would have to stuc^r further how
co-operation could be improved. However, he believed the instructions of the Board
regarding the car lying out of the work by governments and national institutions
could be followed in the case of many of the activities.

It would not be easy to

arrange and in each instance negotiations would have to be undertaken,
Dr, Moore had mentioned the BCG laboratory in Copenhagen.

There was a special

agreement with the Danish Government which had invested considerable funds two or
three years previously for the establishment of a laboratory.

Under that agreement

WHO was to provide not more than $30^000 a year for the work.

It would be necessaiy

to see how much was being spent, what reduction could be made, and how much ihe
Danish Government would take over.
Dr. Mackenzie had also raised the question of the Danish and Finnish rosters.
WHO had involved those governments in considerable expenditure and was itself
spending. certain sums on this work.

It was believed that eventually the governments

•would take over and continue the work, but the question of when and how had to be
negotiated.
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If the Board had not decided to limit the activities
of TEO those activities
j

�.•.

/* - • -

” • •

......

• . ..

.

.. ' • ,

' •

would not be considered new because^ as he had emphasized to the Boards the total
. . . . . . . . .

-

i

budget of TEO had not been increased:

‘

.

.

• �

.

it had remained around $220,0,00 for
»

1955 and 1956.
.••
• • •‘
The CHAIEMAN said that, although it vüs admitted that the amount of the budget
was the same, that same budget appeared to include new work.

If the Director-General

could say； as it would appear from hie remarks that he could, that Group II could be
suppressed but would then.appear elsewhere in the budget^ that would eliminate some
of the misunderstanding.

If he could not say that^ the Committee would need to

understand why»
. .

� . .

Dr. van Zile HYDE said that either the posts of the three medical officer^ shown
under Group II were vacant^ or the three men were working somewhere.

. He thought

that Dr. Moore wanted to know where the men vere and vhat they were doing.
The DIEECTOB-GENEEAL said he had tried to explain that the posts were not new
ones.

Th© medical officers were working on BCG ©valuation in Copenhagen or in the

field.

Of the ten posts shown, five had been filled and five vere vacant on

31 December 195^.

In changing the programme those vacant posts became available

for persons to engage ia the proposed nëiw activity.
Dr. MWAE said the question baa been raised in the Board as to whether it was
•
-. *
,‘
•
necessary for the continuation of the work that the five vacant posts be filled•
‘

The DIHECTOR-QENEEAL explained that Lhat was exactly the type of question he
could not answer until he had studied present work and future activities.

,
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In reply to Dr. Hyüe's question, the vacant posts were one medical officar (P^),"•‘
...
.'.•,.
one research assistant (P5b one medical officer (P2), one scientist (PI), and one
statistician (Pi).
Dr. AMWAE asked whether the studies on new drugs would involve a change of
policy if WHO undertook such vork outside TBO.
The CHAIEMAN thought it would mean, a different type of activity.

The objection

of certain members to such studies vas that a good many countries considered the
case for the new drugs to be already proven.
Dr. AUWAB pointed out that the proposed study had been intended to discover
Vhetber the nev drugs could control infection； i.e. their public-health
aspects.

Moreover, as the Directcr-General had already reminded the Beard

the UNICES'/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy considered it desirable that research
work in the field of new drugs should be undertaken, and had more or less outlinèd
the work to be done.
The DIBECTOH-GENEEAL drew attention to the report of the UNICEP/iHO Joint
Cozamlttee on Health Policy on its seventh session (Official Becords No. 57， Annex 3).
Paragraph 12 contained the recommendation thai WHO and.UNICEF should consider
favourably a limited number of requests for pilot projects designed to give

•

protection to the child population through the drug treatment of their Immediate
infective contacts.
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The CHAIEMAN said that still did not eliminate the fact that certain countries
had already proved the case for the new drugs.

If WHO wished to prove it further,

the work would, he understood, be transferred to other parts of the budget than the
Tuberculosis Research Office.
.

•

‘ ‘

/

Dr. van Zile HÏDE'asked bow long the five posts had been vacant.

Had all ten

ever been filled, and what were the medical officers and other staff in Group II
N

�

doing at the present time?
Thé DIRECTOE-GEHEEAL said he would need a little time to look up the
information.
Professor PEEREIBA said it vas not unusual for txxnds to be transferred from on©
appropriation section of the budget to another.

Would it not be possible for the

Director-General, following the instructions of the Board to readjust ТЕО!в
activities^ to make such a transfer in order to carry out the new work?
Dr. MOOSE recalled that in the Board he had queried tb© desirability of longterm evaluation of mass BCG compaigns, and that several members had expressed the
some views.

He had not yet heard it stated whether or not TRO and WHO intended to

continue that evaluation, and whether the Organization was satisfied that results in
•

.

*

some twenty years' time would justify the money being spent.
•

‘

•

,
.....
'
The l^píECTOB-GENEBAL^ replying to Di4 Hyde, said the medical officer in
Group^Iï was Dr, Phyllis EdwardSj, who had been working, for a long time in Copenhagen ..
in charge of the BCG studies and was at the present time acting as.Assistant Director,
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The only vacant posts in TRO as a who.le vere the five in Group 工工 and the post of
Assistant Medical Director,
He thought his answer to Professor Ferreira1s question would be ±u the
affirmative : if his studies of the work undertaken at Copenhagen made it possible^
transfers to other parts of the Organization could be made.

He drew attention,

however, to the fact that UNICEF was reimbursing WHO to the amount of $67,000 in
1955 for teams assessing BCG work in the field.

(At the Board meeting he had

mentioned $112,000 and explained that $^,，000 had not yet been approved by tbe
Executive Board of UNICEF. )

The question of BCG assessment teams could not be left

aside in discussing TRO1s work.
The CHAIBMAN； referring to the point raised by Dr. Moore^ said it was toi be
implied from the Board's decision that TRO1s present work was to continue； iri spite
/

of the discussion around the value of long-term evaluation.

He thought the

Conmittee should not reopen the question of the work of TED*
Mr. STONE said that in his opinion paragraph 1 of the resolution did not pean
that the work was to be continued.

It spoke of adjustments and that，to his joind^

might in the long run entail scan© of the work being discontinued.
Drw van Zile HÏDE thought that paragraph 3 of the resolution implied th
‘

\

: the

“

Director-General was to stilly the Implications of not embarking on new activities.
That was his reason for wishing to know whether the five vacant posts had ever ^зеп
>

filled； if five new people werç taken on； it implied that there were new activities.
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Mr. STONE considered that the question of whether TRO should continue the same
work was to some extent still open， since the resolution? spoke of a possible adjustment
after review by the Director-General.

4

The CHAIEMAN pointed out that the Mrector-Seneral1s report on the matter was
to b© presented to the seventeenth session of the Board»

By implication no change

vas to be made at the present^ and it vould bo a waste of time for the Committee to
discuss the BCG programmes-.

He agreed that tho five vacant posts required consider-

ation.
Dr. MOORE accepted the Chairman1 s ruling but explained that he had been talking
not of BCG programmes as such, but of tho attempt to evaluate them.
The CHAI5MAN said the original suggestion of Professor Ferreira was to leave
that matter to the Director-General.

Members should confine their further comments

to the question of new activities•
The DIKECTOR-GEHEEAL^ in reply to Dr. Hyde, said it might not be possible to
»

*

identify the five posts in question because the distribution of vacant posts
completely changed from .one year to another^ even though the total number remained
the same.
Dr, van Zile HÏDE asked what work the five new persons would undertake if they
were engaged.
Professor FEBEEIEA； as the author of the resolution, reiterated that his
concern had been, to give the Director-General the authority to carry on the vork .
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on tuberculosis with the possibility of using for that purpose the personnel for
•

'

. •

ийют provision had been ma.de.

«

It would be for the Director-General to decide "what

should be done with the five vacant posts•
The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL said that Professor Ferreira h¡ad in part answered the
question for him*

He had to consider 他at was going to be the direction of the

future work of TRO, how it could be better fitted in to the normal framework of the
Organization^ and how it could be carried out economically.
problem was perhaps not quite realized.

The conçlexity of the

If he already knew the answers, it would

not be necessary for him to study the problem.

Perhaps by the time the Health

Assembly met he m i ^ t be able to give some indications•
Mr f BOUCHER could not think that the budgetary aspects of the question were
•

,

con^iex*

•.

•

••

The natural corollary to stopping new activities was to stop the filling

of vacancies and to adjust the budget accordingly#

He moved that the Committee

make a re commendation in that sense^
Dr# MDORE supported the motion•
.

••

. . .

Professor FERREIRA .asked for clarification on one point•

The Board was not

disapproving the action of the Headquarters sections ofТОЮin co-operating with
India and Pakistan.

If, however, it instructed the Director-General not to fill

the vacant posts, it would prevent him from carrying on his normal duties of
1

conçlying with governments requests for technical assistance^
his отш proposal was in conflict with that of Mr, Boucher•

He did not think
If, however,

1

Mr. Boucher s proposal would prevent the Director-General from fulfilling his
agreements with governments, using for that purpose the money that was originally
intended to be used by TRO, he would oppose it«
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The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL said his impression of the Board's attitude differed from
that of Mr. Boucher.

He thought the Board had not intended cutting the ТЮ budget
1

but had taken the view, well broutât out by Professor Andersen , that the matter
must be studied before any cut or adjustment was made.

He must, however, be mis-

taken since so many members of the Committee seemed to have a different impression.
Ifr, Boucher had suggested that the five posts should be suppressed.

He could

not at present tell whether, following the Board's new decision, the vacant posts
were needed or even the five posts already filled;
had to be done.

it was a question of what work

He submitted that it waa not reasonable to call for a study and at

the same time to cut the provision.

The meeting roae at 5.35 p.m
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DRAFT PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE
(contiraied)

Chapter 工 of 'DveSt Report (continaed)
The CHAIRMN understood that Dr<, Hyde, who had not been able to attend the morning
session as he had been serving on another Standing Committee^ wished to r a i s e certain
points on Chcii^ter I �
Di% vari Zile HIDE said that it seemed to him that at one or two points in the
¿ r a f t r-eport statementv^ were ma da which he did not r e c a l l as decisions of the
Committee^

In paragraph (b) ; page 80; i t was stated t h a t , i f the p r o j e c t s included

in the supplementary programma were not iirplemented^ i t "would have grave implications
f o r the coxiatriss concerned„

Those projects (set out in Annex 4 to O f f i c i a l Records

No о ^8) were not part cf the programme subird.tted by the Dire ot or-Gener a 1n

The

Director-General might have asked f o r a much larger t o t a l sum than was provided f o r
in the budget estimates i n order that some of the supplementary programme; or indeed
the whole of it^ might be implexaentedj

but he had decided that what he proposed

to ask the Organisation t o undertake f o r the year X95b was what, was included in the
programme and budgat estiinates p r o p e r e x c l u d i n g Annex 4Q

The passage i n the d r a f t

report might possibly be interpreted as a vote cf lack of confidence i n the DirectorGeneral, as suggesting that the Director^General had not discharged his responsibil—
i t î e s ^ He thought that t h i s matter should be considered .furbher^ since the words
"grave implications" implied a serious decision,
In regard to paragraph (c) on the same page^. ho did not think that the question
of international health personnel f o r j o i n t l y - a s s i b t e d UNIGEF/WHO p r o j e c t s had been f u l l y
considerad by the Ccriirrdtte3<; and they had not reached a stage at which they could suggasb
that the possible f a i l u r e referred to would have grave irapltcations f o r governments�
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Dr с

asked whether Dr0 Hyde suggested that paragraphs (b) and (c) should

be deleted,

•

The CHAIRMAN said that the statements made in those paragraphs were based on "what
had been said from time to time during the early discussions.

The Oomittee, however，

had not y e t considered formally the question of the r e l a t i o n s between WHO and UNICEF,
He thoughtj therefore^ that the two paragraphs should be deleted at least for the
presents

the Standing Committee could put them back when it had further considered

the questions； If it wished Ф
Dr» van Z i l e HIDE was a l s o of that opinions

the paragraphs suggested that

conclusions had been reached on questions on which th^re had been very limited
discussion in the Standing Co!nmitto©0
The CHAIRMAN sugges ted thai, the tvo sub^paragraphs could be kepb in the report
if they were drafted as questions subroitted to the Board for consideration。
Dr « van Zile НШЙ referred also to paragraph (d) on page 80<, He did not recall
any discussion in the Standing Coimnittee of the new system f o r a l l o c a t i o n of funds
under tha Technical. Assistance programmen

Hera also he thought the report had run

ahead of the discussion 0
D r . AL-WAHBI； with reference to paragraph ( b ) s a i d that it was his recollection
that members of the Standing Coinmittee had expressed anxiety about tte projects listed
in Annex

theS3 p r o j e c t s had beon asked f o r by governments and were important

to them0

He thought^ therefore that the paragraph should not be deleted e n t i r e l y
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The CHAIRMAN suggested that it would be possible to transfer the two points to
section 6.2, among the other matters on which the Committee had decided to defer
final consideration.
1

Dr. ANWAR shared Dr„ Hyde s misgivings. On page 79 of the report under paragraph
(4) the Coranittee said that it "wished to draw the attention of the Board to its
opinion" on those matters, but in fact the Committee had not yet formed an opinion•
It might be possible to put that sentence in the form of a question^

"whether

it would be the opinion of the Board
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the opening of paragraph (4) might stand, and that
sub-paragraph (a) might be retained• Under section 6.2, a paragraph (9) might be
added regarding the supplementary programme, and the report might go on to suggest
that the omission of the projects in Annex 4 might have grave inçjlications, etc.
Sub-paragraphs (c) and (d) might be included under paragraphs (7) and (8) respectively
of Section 6.2.
H© thought that there was no harm in putting these questions to the Board under
section 6.2 if they represented the opinion of the Standing Committee• If they did
not represent that opinion after further consideration, they should be omitted*
Di4 van Zile HÏDE agreed,
Mr. FOESSEL, alternate to Dr, Boidé, thought that reference to the minutes of the
Committee showed that the only decisions taken had been to propose that, in order
to meet points raised by Mr, Boucher and Professor Ferreiraд these subjects be included
on the agenda as a supplementary item.
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Mr. ZOHRAB, adviser to Dr c Turbott^ agreeing with Dr # Hyde, thought that the
items In question should be mentioned in an entirely neutral fashion»
The СНД1ШШ agreed that such a procedure would not do more than commit tte
Committee to further consideration of the items。
Mr • BOUCHER, alternate to Dr^ Mackenzie； thought that Dr• Hyde was right in
saying that full consideration had not been given by the Standing Committee to these
questions0

He thought that the proposal- to transfer them to section 6,2 was a wise

one, thus referring them for consideration by the Executive Board.
Decisions The. Coimnittee agreed that the paragraphs in question should be
transferred to section 6«2。
Mr. STONE； adviser to Dr• Moore^ referring to paragraph (8) on page B2t

,r

bhe

Committee considers that the time has arrived for the Organization to provide more
adequate resources to permit the necessary expansion of public information"• He
thought that that paragraph as it stood was somewhat inconsistent with the reference
on page 48 to tjhis subject and implied a more definite decision than the Committee
had in. fact taken• On page 48 (fourth paragraph) the Chairman was cited as saying
"that thought should be given to whether the time had not come for the Organization
to provide more adequate resources to permit the necessary expansion of public
information"• The- two passages should be brought into lines
passage on page 48 represented more accurately the position.

in his opinion the
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*

The CHAIRMâN suggested that the paragraph (8) on page 82 might be redrafted along
•

•

«

'

the lineas

"The Board may wish to consider whether the time has not arrived.,.".

It was so agreed.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee might at this stage consider the
Introduction to the report and what it should contain.
Dr. van Zile HÏDE thought that it was difficult to review a ninety-page report
which members had received only that morning. The draft appeared to him an excellent
one representing a great deal of hard workî

it was, therefore the more important

that it should be just what the Committee wanted.
4t present in the report general infomation and conclusions were interlarded
with the Gomraittee's views formed from a detailed examination of the programme and
budget. He recalled that the Board^s report to the Seventh World Health Assembly
(Official Records No« 53) had opened with a general statement giving the sort of
background information that delegates to thé Assembly would need. The present report
•

‘

might be preceded by a similar introduction (with a few illustrative charts)> ite會
a general picture; which would be expanded by the details given in the later pages•
In other words the opening pages would contain the broad conclusions and the later
pages would give the material f : : : the more critical delegates might wish to study)
and showing the basis of those conclusions9
Dr, MOORE thought there might be in the introduction a reference to the functions
of the Executive Board, the machinery prescribed and the procedure followed in the
oonsideration of the programme and budget9
The CHAIRMAN s nid the Conmiittee might wish to consider something on the following
lines：
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"îbe Standing Committee in making its report to the Board did not feel that
it was necessary to repeat the background information given on pages 1 • 6 of
Official Records No # 53*
The Standing Coinmittee wishes to call the attention of the Board to certain
major questions t
Whether the budget estimates are adequate to enable the World Health
Organization to carry out its constitutional functionsд in the light
of the current stage of its development^
Whether the annual programme follows the general programme of work
approved by the Health Assembly,
Whether the programme envisaged can be carried out during the budget year,
Th© broad financial implications of the budget estimates•
The question of the expenses of technical staff in jointly»assisted
UNICEF/WHO projects for which provision has not been wade in the
proposed budget for 1956, to which the Dire ct or^General hae made
reference on page XII of Official Records No. 58.
The implications for governments of the proposed budget level•
The possibility of providing for projects included in the supplementary
estimates in Annex 4 to Official Records No. 58,
The question of an appropriate balance between country programmes and
inter-country programmes.
The requirement that governments should not embark on projects in excess of
their capacity to absorb and that before deciding to embark on new pro_ 11
jects^ they should take into account their commitments to other agencies•
The introduction might then refer to what was said in section 6 # 3, paragraph (2)
as to the procedures followed at Headquarters and regional offices for costing estimates,
to the suggestion in section 6.3 paragraph (3) that part of the casual income might be
reserved, and to the question whether adequate funds were provided for public Inform
ma tion work.
He suggested also that the introduction should contain two charts, the first
showing the effective working budgets for the years 1954, 1955, and 1956 under the
appropriation sections, and the second showing the proportionate use to be made of
the 1956 budget, in percentages.
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Professor FEKREIEA thought that there was no great need for an elaborate introduction on the lines that the Chairman had suggested.

The Standing Committee was a

part of the Executive Board and its main duty was to work out questions on detail In
order to help the Board； the Board would Ъе able to see from the different sections
of the report what the Standing Committee had been doing.
emphasize certain points.

It was quite right to

It appeared to him that the present discussion was on

the same lines as the question that had been raised by Mr. French at the morning
session.
The CHAIRMAN said that he would pass his draft to Mr. French for consideration
and suggestions.
Dr. van Zile HYDE thought that the Committee should ask themselves for what
audience they were writing the report.
t

There seemed to be two types of audience.

The first was the delegate to the Assembly vho might not be very familiar with the
questions and principles involved but who had to understand them before he could coni
sider the programme and budget at the Assembly； such a delegate required a guide
from which he could quickly acquire the necessary background.

The second was the

member of delegation (usually Sn the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal
Jfetters) whose life work might Ъе the study of finances in international organizations.
The range between these tvo extremes had to Ъе spanned.

Of the two audiences the

mass audience knev less of the subject (and a good introduction could Ъе of great
use to it), the smaller audience was the more critical - both had to be served.

He

thought that the Chairman1s draft introduction assumed too intimate a knowledge of
the subject.
Possibly something could be done if the introduction to the previous
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i,

year's report were brought up to date； but it was difficult to form a sound
opinion without further time for considering the draft•
The CHAIBMAN thought that the immediate question before the Committee was what
should Ъе the status of this report.
Executive Board.

The report before them vas a report to the

It might become the report to the Assembly;

or it might be

absorbed in the Board’s own report.
Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Direct or-General, thought that it might help the Board tc
decide on the nature of the report if they reviewed the respective functions of the
Executive Board and the Standing Committee ae they had been built up in successive
sessions.

The starting point was Article 55 of the Constitution.

Further defini-

tions formulated at various stages had been embodied in resolutions WHA5.62, WHA7.37
and ЕВ1Л.В25 (he quoted the relevant passages of these resolutions).
The Committee would see from those references that the formulation of questions
of major importance was part of their terms of reference and that it was the intention
of the Board that the Standing Committee should submit a preliminary report at an
early stage in order that the Board might discuss and formulate its final comments.
The Committee might conclude that the report before it in draft vas an individual
report to be commented on by the Board and on the basis of which the Executive Board
would make its ovn comments#
There were, he thought, two irctin points.

The first vas how to deal properly

with the requirement in paragraph 2(1) of the resolution EB1^.B23.

Major qttaetions

could be set out in the introduction to the report but the terms of reference might
also require some rearrangement of items between sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3

The

Committee might think it could thus show in a more logical way what items were
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postponed for further consideration by itself and what items were put to the
Executive Board as major questions, vith tentative suggestions for dealing with
those problems.

It would Ъе purely editorial work to classify these two groupsf

The second point was that at present certain questions vere set out in the draft
report in the form of question and answer.

If the draft report of the Standing

Committee were to Ъе incorporated in the report of the Board to the Assembly, the
question and answer form would clearly be imppropriate because that discussion did
not take place in the Board.

If it remained a separate report by the Standing

Committee, possibly as an appendix to the Board's report, the question and answer
form might be quite suitable.
Whether the members who had asked questions were to Ъе mentioned by name was a
subsidiary point also to be decided.

He also referred to the question whether the

words "Q,! and "A" should Ъе printed in the margin.

This had been done for the

draft report because it made the latter easier to read in roneo form.

When the

report was printed some other device, e.g. use of different type, could be used to
call attention to the question and answer and separate them clearly from the body
of the text..
Dr. HÏDE thought that the position was now clarified.

The Deputy Director-

General had called attention to the requirement that the Standing Conmiittee should
make a preliminary report early in the Board's session.

From that standpoint the

draft before them was, he thought, the type of report wanted•
Mr. BOUCHER said that he would like to have a decision on the question raised
by Dr. Mackenzie whether the mmes of members Ъу whom questions had been asked should
be given.

Some members felt strongly on this point.

The mention of names of
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individual members in a report of this kind was, he thought^ something of a precedent.
The world would take great interest in the findings of the Committee but would not Ъе
much concerned with what an individual member had said*

He thought it better that

the report should Ъе presented as a report of a corporate body.
Dr. van Zile HYDE said that he did not press for the inclusion of names,
particularly in the final report.

But he did like the question-and-answer technique.

It impressed on readers of the report that questions had acutally been asked, and
gave more reality to the statements contained in the report.

Oil the question of

individual name s ^ he had an open mind.
The DEPUTY DIBECTOH-GENEEAL suggested that the Committee might use the phrase
"A member asked" or "members asked".

An exception to that rule might be mde in

regard to Dr. Hyde himself who had a special function in the meeting as Chairmn of
the Executive Board.
Professor FERREIRA supported the suggestion made Ъу the Deputy Director -General.
Mr. STONE, adviser to Dr. Moore, thought that there were two separate types of
information in the report.

First， that given in the form of question and answer

which could Ъе presented as had just been agreed.

Secondly^ papers that had been

prepared for the information of the Stan ding Committee and vhich were incorporated
as special studies.

He also liked the technique of question and answer, but he

thought that the report as a whole would be more readable if the informtional papers
were in some way set apart, to distinguish them more clearly from the general discussions in the Committee.
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The CHAIBMAN explained that the purpose of incorporating those informational
papers in the report was to save readere- the task of looking up separate appendices.
»

The DEPUTY DIEECTOB-GENERAL said that in the course of the discussions members
of the Committee had raised a number of questions.

To some of them answers had been

given orally； others had been answered in a written form.

But there was no

essential difference in the type of answer and he thought that it would be better
to treat oral and written replies in the same way.

They could in the printed report

Ъе identified Ъу smaller type or some such device.
and "A" should not Ъе printed in the margin.

He agreed that the letters "Q"

The cost of their inclusion in this

way might Ъе as much as 1,500 Sw. francs.
Mr. FOESSEL, alternate to Dr. Boidé, commented on the wording of paragraph (11)
of section 6.3 (page 85).

The Committee was satisfied that the expenses of administra-

tion and‘the indirect expenses of Technical Assistance project for 1956 were reasonable. ' H e himself was less satisf ied vith the statement that the work done vith "the
aid of Technical Assistance funds vas carried on in the most economical method
possible.

The wording -of the paragraph might confuse the inexpert reader.

The DEPUTY DIRECTOE-GEHERAL explained that this point was more clearly
expressed in the English text than in the French and suggested that Mr. Foessel
might be willing to help in redrafting the French text.
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Chapter II of Draft Report
‘'

...

•

There were no comments on section 1 of Chapter II•
On sections 2 and

the Chairman pointed.out^4J«V4hey-'iiicluded the same

statements as those on page 80 which had been discussed earlier in ttie--meeting#
He assumed that here also the statements should be put in the form of a question.
Decision:

It was so agreed.

Chapter III of Draft Report
There were no comments on this section.
Chapter IV of Draft Report
There vera ^no comments on section 1 or section 2.
The IEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the Committee migjvtr. lifej^) cqssider
whether Chapter IV should not be presented as a separate report of the Standing
Committee. It might consider that the subject of Chapter IV was not of quite the
same nature as the work referred to in Chapters I, II, III and V. Chapter IV was
not the result of the detailed examination of the programme and budget, but arose
from a separate point in the terms of reference of the Standing Committee•
Professor FERREIRA asked for a fuller e^lanation of the reasons for tóiioh it
was suggested that this chapter should be taken out of the report.
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Hr t SIECSÍL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and
Finance, referred the Committee to resolution EB14.R23 of the fourteenth session of
the Board which laid down certain points of procedure for the Committee • One of them
was "the formulation of questions of major importance to be discussed in plenaiy
session" • The item dealt with in Chapter IV was included in what the Standing
Committee was called o n t o consider, but was not, he thought, quite the same as the
detailed consideration of the programme and budget•

It might be better to separate

this item so that the Board could itself report on it "to the World Health Assembly ;
1

this was a separate function from commenting on the Director-General s proposed
programme and budget.
The CHAIRMAN said that, as the draft stood, it was a pure record of the discussions in the Committee^ but he saw no objection to the separation of Chapter IV
from the rest of the report.
The ŒPUTÏ DIRECTOR-ŒSNERAL, in reply to Mr. FRENCH, said that this suggestion
would make no change in the timing of the submission of the report.
Mr» ZOHRAB asked whether Chapter III was not also slightly different from the
main Ьоф- of the report on the details of the programme and budget.
Mr» S I E Œ L said that, if the Committee wished, Chapter III could also be handled
as a separate report. He thought, however, it was closer to the question of the
budget for 1956:

in section 2.5 (Chapter I) of the draft report, specific comments

had been made on the status of contributions and it was mentioned that the Organization would not in future have at its disposal the same amount of casual income
because no large arrears of contributions were outstanding.
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Mr. FRENCH suggested that if closeness of relationship to the programme and
budget were the criterion of inclusion, it would be noticed that the DirectorGeneral had pointed out in his Introduction to Official Records No. 58 the close
relation of the scales of assessment to the presentation of the programma and budget
for 1956.
Decision:

It was agreed to treat Chapter IV as a separate reportt

Chapter V of Draft Report
Hr # FCESSEL, alternate to Dr» Boidé, wondered whether the suggestion in the
introductory comments to Chapter V that a working party might be nominated by the
Chairmen of the two main committees (page 92) was in harmorçr with paragraph 2(d)
of draft resolution II (page 94) • Should not the words "which the Programme and
11

Budget Committee is to establish

be deleted from the draft resolution?

The DEPUTY DDlECTOR-GENERilL replied that the question of the committee to \ii±ch
the working party was to report had at first been left open. When, however, the
Standing Committee decided to recoitmiend the establishment of a Committee on Programme
and Budget as in 1954，it had been decided that the working party should be responsible
to that committee, but that the Committee on administration and Financial and Legal
Matters should use a part of the conclusions emanating from the working party• It
was for that reason, and also because they would find it easier together to ensure
both an equitable geographical distribution and a balance between public—health
experts and administrative experts, that the two chairmen were to nominate tho
members of the working party• Those members would, however, be appointed by the
Committee on Programme and Budget•
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Annexes
_ XVIII
:'I'»
•"'•ни . M
'工
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The CHA.IRMA.N recalled that the Committee had already examined the tables in the
Annexes during its discussions*

He asked whether they could be taken as approved.

Mr» F R M C H , adviser to Dr. van Zile Hyde, said that most of the information given
in Annex 工 could be found in, or deduced from, the Proposed Rrogramme and Budget
Estimates (Official Records No* 58) •

He wondered whether the additional information

it contained justified the inclusion of such a lengthy Annex,
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-Œ5MERAL drew attention to section 1.4 (page 6) where the
Director-General was quoted as saying during the Committee's discussions that a full
analysis of budgetary increases and decreases would be found in the document before
the Standing Committee.

It was that document (EB15/AF/WP/1) which was incorporated
1

as Annex I in order to show what had been the basis of the Committee s discussion.
It ijas agreed to maintain Annex I.
Decision: The Standing Committee adopted the draft preliminary report, as
amended in the course of the discussion, on the understanding that the
Rapporteurs would make the necessary editorial change's •

2.

TUBERCULOSIS RESEARCH OFFICE: Item 5 of the Agenda^ (Official Records No, 58,
pages 24 and 29 andDocuments EB15/31 and EB15/77, Rev,l〕： (continued)
The CHA.3RMA.N recalled that, following the discussions in the Board, the Standing

Coiranittee had to make recommendations concerning the financial provisions for the
activities (1) and (15) of the Tuberculosis Research Office (indicated in
document EB15/31) •
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Dr.» MOORE believed that there was a reference in the budget documents to
serological tests being undertaken in Copenhagen.

Was there an office in Copenhagen

other than TRO undertaking work on behalf of WHO, and if so^ where were the estimates
for that work shown?
Dr# TIMMERMN said the Danish Government received a grant for the work done by
the Statens Seruminstitut in connexion with international biological standards.
The figure shown in Official Records No* 58, page 32, under item

was 象11,685

for 1956,
Dr# MOCRE wondered whether the Dir ect or -General, in the light of the Board's
discussions, could give any views regarding the future of TRO, whether it might be
expected to contract or expand in the future»

A. proposal had been made in the Board

l

that the Office s activities should cease in 1959»

That proposal was not seconded,

but the tenor of the discussion had given the impression that the work of the Office
might be curtailed, some of its work being transferred to Headquarters and to
regional programmes.争
Professor FERREIRA said that if WHO was not to remain static as an institution
changes must be made in its structure from time to time о Already the Organization
had evolved in the direction of decentralization.
brought into line in the same way #

By careful handling, TRO could be

His resolution (document. EB15/77, Rev.l) had been sub-

mitted in order to obtain a prompt decision, and that decision clearly meant a diange in
policy•

The consequences of the resolution would be reflected in the next budgetj

the Director-General meanwhile would have time to make adjustments to the work of TRO
and elsewhere.

But a sudden， drastic change could not be made without jeopardizing

or destroying the work already done.
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The CHAJRM/IN thought that Professor Ferreira ï s comments would appear to eliminate
the need for considering activity (1), but they did not dispose of activity (15),
trials on ambulatory treatment of tuberculosis patients with new drugs•

According

to Professor Ferreira*s resolution, accepted by the Board, no new activities were to
be started by TRO;

the Coinmittee had to consider the implications of that»

Professor FERREIRA said that his intention in drafting the resolution had been
to make it possible for the Director-^Genoral to readjust the tuberculosis activities
of the Organization, making such modifications as he thought fit in the work and in
the budgets
The CHAJRMN said it seomed clear that no change should be made in the estimates
on page 29 and 3。of Official Records No 0 58^ the Director-General being free to
adjust the provision in the light of the resolution^
�i

STONE thought the Committee should go further•

It had been asked to examine

the TRO budget for 1956 and to see whether adjustments could be made©

The Committee

might consider the implications for the estimates of the fact that certain commitments
planned would not now be entered into: he was referring to the posts budgeted for in
1955 and 1956 which had not yet been filled。
Pf of ess or FERRE IRil said that an administrator always had the means of accelerating
or slowing down activities to fit in with changes of policyP

For instance} the

activities in Group V, which had not yet started^ and those in Group II， which were
carried on in co-operation with certain governments, could be handled to meet the
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demands of the new situation»

Under the resolution adopted by the Board, the

Dire ct or-General was to prepare for the next session of the Board a statement of
the budgetary implications of the changes be considered could be made*

If, however,

the Committee considered it preferable to instruct the Dir ect or -General to make a
specific cut or to take specific action, it should say so f
Dr^ MOORE asked whether an indication could be given of the programme that
would be carried out by the medical officers and other staff in Group II,
The DIREGTCXMJENERAX thought there was some misunderstanding

4s he

understood the resolution adopted by the Board, the new activities under Group II
would not be undertaken by TRO.

He had tried to make it clear that the programme

of work proposed for IRO for 1955 and 1956 was at the same budget level as the
programme for 1954.
BCG vaccination #

The Tuberculosis Research Office concentrated on studies of

He had however informed the Standing Committee and the Board of

his original proposal to make a slight change so that the work would include a study
of the new drugs -but without increasing the budget»

That proposal had important

policy implications, and the Board had decided that TRO should not enter new fields
of work.

On the other hand, the Board had recognized the value of the work

already done by TRO and had stated that nothing should be done to jeopardize it«
The question of TRO^s work on the evaluation of BCG vaccine had been discussed
on many occasions in the past«

Since 1949/50 the Organization had been responsible

for mass BCG campaigns in various countries carried out with the financial help
of UNICEF, and it must reach a conclusion on the value of BCG.

He put it strongly
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to the Committee that Wîtô had a very great responsibility towards the UNICEF/WHO
Joint Committee ой Health Policy.

He quoted a remark by one of the UNICEF members

of that Committee to show the importance attached to the recomnendaiion of WHO
in that field.

He fully agreed therefore with the decision of the Board that

there shoxild be a concentration of effort, rather than expansion into other fields
of activity.
On the other hand, there was the discussion which had taken place in the
UNICEFАГНО Joint Committee on Health Policy at its seventh session on the use of
new drugs.

Certain countries having suggested that UNICEF should furnish supplies

of those drugs for use in tuberculosis treatment, UNICEF had naturally wished to
know their value in controlling tuberculosis,
to undertake studies at present.

WHO was not. under an- obligation

But it could assist by stimulating research by-

others, as it had often done In the past Çby making small grants and giving
technical advice), with results of great benefit to the world at little- cost to
the Organization.

‘."....'.

When the question had been raised in thë Board as to who should do the work,
he had stated that he underètood the Board to have decided that TRO should
concentrate on BCG, and that other ways must be found of helping countries as
regards the new drugs.

The Chairman of the Board had referred to the paper sub-

mitted by the Government of India which suggested that ¥ Ш should study the problem
of the use of new drugs.

To do so would of course involve expenditure ； how much,.-

would depend on whether the Organization undertook the studies itself on a full
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scale or whether it followed the policy of obtaining the co-operation of governments
and national institutions for the work and eventually having them take it ov^rt
The change of policy was important and he could not give an immediate answer
as to the implications for the 1956 budgets

to do so required an analysis of what

had been done in the past and of what must be done in the future•

For example^

in its last review of the programme of TRO, the Board had asked for greater
co-operation with other groups working on BCG#
how co-operation could be improved^

He would have to study further

However, he believed the instructions of the

Board regarding the carrying out of the work by governments and national institutions
could be followed in the case of many of the activities •

It would not be easy,

and in each instance negotiations would have to be undertaken•
Dr# Moore had mentioned the BCG laboratory in Copenhagen.

There was a special

agreement with the Danish Government which had invested considerable funds two or
three years previously for the establishment of a laboratory»

Under that agree-»

ment WHO was to provide not more than $30,000 a year for the work®

It would be

necessary to see how much was being spent, what reduction could be made, and how
much the Danish Government would take over.
Dr» Mackenzie had also raised the question of the Danish and Finnish rosters•
WHO had. involved those govorrarients in considerable expenditure and was itself
spending certain sums on the work_

It was believed that eventually the

governments would take over and continue that work, but Idle question of when and
how had to be negotiated»
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If the Board had not decided to limit the activities of TRO those activities
would not be considered new because, as he hod emphasized, to the Board， the total
budget of TRO had not been increased:

it had remained around $220,000 for 195虹.，

1955 and 1956.
The CHAIEMAN said that, although it was admitted that the amount of the budget
was the sameA that•same budget appeared to include new work.

If the Director-General

could say, as it would appear from his remarks that he could， that Group II could be
‘‘

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

suppressed but would then appear elsewhere in the budget, that would eliminate some
of the misunderstanding.

If he could not say that, the Committee would need to

understand why,
Dr, van Zila HYDE said that either the posts of the three medical officers shown
under Group II were vacant, or the three men were working somewhere.

He thought

that Dr, Moore wanted to know where the men were and what they were doing.
•

•

,. •

,.,.,、

The DIBECTOE-GENERAL said he had tried to explain that the posts were not nèw
ones,
.

fiçld.

• The medical officers were working on BCG evaluation in Copenhagen or in the
‘ . •

'

•

'

.

• '

*

'

i ‘ . ••"•••

‘

•

,
•••.

Of the ten posts shown, five had been filled and five were vacant on

31 December 195^•

In changing the programme those vacant posts became available

for persons to engage in the proposed new activity.
-

..•
•..
Dr. ANWAE said the question had been raised in the Board as to whether it was
necessary for the continuation of the vork that the five vacant posts be filled»
The DIEECTOR-GENEEAL explained that that was exactly the type of question he
could not answer until he had studied present work and future activities.
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In reply to Dr. Hyde's question， the vacant posts were one medical officer ("Ph)}
one research assistant (P3), one medical officer (P2), one scientist (Pi), and one
日七atistician (PI).
Dr. AKWAE asked whether the studies on new drugs would involve a change of
policy if WHO undertook such work outside THO,
The CHAIEMAN thought it would mean a different type of activity.

The objection

of certain members to such studies was that a good many countries considered the
case for the new drugs to be already proven.
Dr # ANWAE pointed out that the proposed study hod been intended to discover
whether the new drugs could control infection/ i.e. their public-health
aspects•

Moreover, as the Director-General had already reminded the Board

the UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy considered it desirable that research
work in the field of nev drugs should be undertaken, and had more or less outlined
the vork to be done.
The DIBECTOE-GENEBAL drew attention to the report of the UNICEF/WHO Joint
Coinmittee on Health Policy on its seventh session (Official Records No. 57, Annex 3)會
Paragraph 12 contained the recommendation that WHO and UNICEF should consider
favourably a limited niimber of requests for pilot projects designed to give
protection to the child population through the drug treatment of their Immediate
infective contacts.
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The CHAIBMAN said that still did not eliminate the fact that certain countries
had already proved the case for the new drugs.

If WHO wished to prove it further;

the work vould, he understood^ be transferred to other parts of the budget than the
Tuberculosis Besearch Office.
Dr. van Zile HYDE asked how long the five posts.had been vacant.

Had all ten

ever been filled^ and what were the medical officers and other staff In Group II
N
‘
. '
doing at the present time?
The DIHECTOE-GEKEKAL. said he would need a little time to look up the
informât ion.
Professor FEEBEIEA said it was not unusual for funds to be transferred from one
•

••

appropriation section of the budget to another.

Would it not be possible for the
1

Director-General^ following the instructions of the Board to readjust TRO 6
1

activities； to make such a transfer in order to carry out the nev work? '
Dr, M00RE5 recalled that in the Board he had «jueried the desirability of long^ . * -, ： *
*

....

...

...’, ....：.’. •

..

•

.

term evaluation of mass BCG campaigns7 and that several members had expressed the
same views•

He had not yet heard it stated whether or not TRO and WHO intended to

continue that evaluation^ ^nd whether the Organization was satisfied that results in
some, twenty years

1

time would Justify the money, being spent.

• •
•
The DIEECTOE-GENEEAL, replying to Dr. Hyde, said the medical officer in
•

•

.

Group II was Dr. Phyllis Edwards, who had been working for a long time in Copenhagen
in charge of the BCG studies and was at the present time acting as Assistant Director.
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The only vacant posts in TRO as a whole were the five in Group II and the post of
Assistant Medical Director.
1

He thought his answer to Professor Ferreira s question would be lu the
î
affirmative j if his studies of the work undertaken at Copenhagen made it possible,
transfers to other parts of the Organization could be made.

He drew attention,

hovever, to the fact that UNICEF was reimbursing WHO to the amount of $67,000 in
1955 for teams assessing BCG work in the field•

(At the Board meeting he had

mentioned $112；000 and explained that 糾5;。00 had not yet been approved by the
Executive Board of UNICEF. )

The question of BCG assessment teams could not be left

1

aside in discussing TRO s work.
The CHAIBMAN^ referring to the point raised by Dr e Moore^ said it was to be
1

implied from the Board s decision that TEC^s present work was to continue, in spite
of the discussion around the value of long-term evaluation.

He thought the

Coionittee should not гэореп the question of the work of TRO.
•..
Mr» STONE said that in his opinion paragraph 1 of the resolution did not mean
that the work was to be continued.

It spoke of adjustments and that^ to his xoind,

might in the long run entail some of the work being discontinued,
Di4 van Zile HYDE thought that paragraph 3 of the resolution implied that the
Director-General was to study the implications of not embarking on new activities.
That was his reason for wishing to know whether thô five vacant posts had ever been
filled； if five nev people were taken on； it implied that there were new activities.
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Mr. STONE considered that the question of whether TRO should continue the same
work was to some extent still open, since the resolution spoke of a possible adjustment
after review by the Director-General,
The СНА1ШШ pointed out that the Director-General's report on the matter was
to be presented to the seventeenth session of the Board.

By Implication no change

vas to be made at the present； and it would be a waste of time for the Committee to
discuss the BCG programmes•

He agreed that the five vacant posts required consider-

ation.
Dr. MOOEE accepted the Ciiairm^n's ruling but explained that he had. been talking
not of BCG programmes as such, but of the attempt to evaluate them.
The CHAIEMAN said the original suggestion of Professor Perreira was to leave
that matter to the Director-General,

Members should confine their further comments

to the question of new activities»
The DIEECTOE-GENEEAL, in reply to Dr. Hyde, said it might not be possible to
identify th© five posts in question because the distribution of vacant posts
completely changed from one year to another, even though the total number remained
the same.

“

Dr. van Zile HÏDE asked what vork the five new persons would undertake if they
‘ • .

.

.

.

were engaged,
<

.

• ‘

‘

Professor FEEREIRA, as the author of the resolution.^ reiterated that his
concern had been to give the Director-General the authority to carry on th© work
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on t u b e r c u l o s i s w i t h t h e p o s s i b i l i t y o f u s i n g f o r t h a t purpose t h e personnel f o r
whom p r o v i s i o n had been made.

I t would be f o r t h e Director-General t o decide what

should be done w i t h t h e f i v e vacant posts.

The DIRECTOE-GENEEAL said t h a t Professor F e r r e i r a had i n p a r t answered t h e
q u e s t i o n f o r him.

He hod t o consider what was going t o be t h e d i r e c t i o n o f t h e

f u t u r e work o f TRO, how i t could be b e t t e r f i t t e d i n t o t h e normal framevoifc o f t h e
O r g a n i z a t i o n , and how i t could be c a r r i e d out economically.
problem was perhaps not q u i t e r e a l i z e d .

The complexity o f t h e

I f he already knew t h e answers, i t would

not be necessary f o r him t o study t h e problem.

Perhaps by t h e time t h e H e a l t h

Assembly met he might be a b l e t o give some i n d i c a t i o n s ,

Mr. BOUCHER, a l t e r n a t e t o Dr. Mackenzie, could not t h i n k t h a t t h e budgetary
aspects o f t h e question vere complex.

The n a t u r a l c o r o l l a r y t o stopping nev

a c t i v i t i e s was t o stop t h e f i l l i n g o f vacancies and t o a d j u s t t h e budget accordingly»
He moved t h a t t h e Committee make e. recommendation i n t h a t sense.

Dr. MOOEE supported t h e n o t i o n .

Professor FEEREIM asked f o r c l a r i f i c a t i o n on one p o i n t .

The Board vas n o t

d i s a p p r o v i n g the a c t i o n of t h e h e a d q u a r t e r s sections o f W H O in c o - o p e r a t i n g w i t h
I n d i a and P a k i s t a n .

I f , h o w e v e r , it instructed t h e Director-General n o t t o

fill

t h e v a c a n t posts^ it v o u l d p r e v e n t h i m f r o m carrying on h i s n o r m a l d u t i e s of
complying with governments

1

requests f o r technical, a s s i s t a n c e .

h i s own proposal was i n c o n f l i c t w i t h t h a t o f Mr. Boucher.

If,

He did not think
however,

Mr, Boucher 1 s proposal would prevent t h e Director-General from f u l f i l l i n g

Ms

agreements with governments^ using for that purpose the money that vas originally
intended t o b e u s e d b y T R O , h e v o u l d o p p o s e i t .
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He thought t h e Board had n o t intended c u t t i n g t h e ТЮ budget

b u t had taken t h e view, w e l l brought out by Professor Andersen，that t h e matter
must be s t u d i e d before any c u t or adjustment was made.

He must, howovcr, be mis-

taken since so many members of the Committee seemed to have a d i f f e r e n t
Mr. Boucher had suggested t h a t t h e f i v e posts should be suppressed.

impression。
He could

not a t present t e l l whether, f o l l o w i n g t h e Board 1 s new d e c i s i o n , the vacant posts
were needed or even the f i v e posts a l r e a d y f i l l e d ；
had t o be done.

i t was a q u e s t i o n o f idiat work

He submitted that- i t was not reasonable t o c a l l f o r a study and a t

the same t i m e t o cut t h e p r o v i s i o n .

I t was agreed t o c o n t i n u e t h e d i s c u s s i o n a t t h e f o l l o w i n g meeting.

The meeting rose a t 5。35 P。m*

